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Introduction. Given a closed additive subset SDÎ of a Banach space, 23, the

problem of complementation is fundamental in the study of the structure of

the space and also of linear transformations. If we regard 23 and 2X2 as abelian

groups, it corresponds to the problem of finding in 23 a (closed) subgroup, 31,

which is isomorphic to 23/9JÎ under an "element of relationship.

More directly, a complement is defined by the statement : A closed addi-

tive set 31 is said to be a complement to 5D? if every element of 23 has a unique

resolution in the form g+h where gE'ißl and hE3l. The uniqueness of the

resolution is equivalent to the statement: 3Jl-3l = (0). If we denote the set

of elements in the form g+h, gE3Jl, hE3i, as 9JÎ• + ■ 31, complementation can

be expressed as 27c- + -3Ï =23, aß-9l = (0).
The existence of a complement is equivalent to the statement : There ex-

ists a continuous additive transformation £ with £2 = £ and range ÜD?. Such

an £ is called a continuous or bounded projection. (Cf. [M2]. The square

brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.)

In a previous paper the author has shown that in the separable reflexive

Banach space, Sp, p>l, p9i2, there exist manifolds 97Î which do not have

complements ([M2]). A second proof of this has been given in [S].

In an address before the American Mathematical Society on May 2, 1941

([M4]), the author suggested the study of quasi-complements. 31 is a quasi-

complement to 97Í if ÜD? • 31 = (0) and 27J • + • 31 is dense in 23. For quasi-comple-

ments, we have closed rather than continuous projections, £. (Cf. §4 below.)

In the present paper, we prove that for a separable reflexive Banach

space 23, with a separable adjoint space, 23*, every closed additive set, 37?, has

a quasi-complement. For the type of space mentioned, this answers Problem I

of the above mentioned address.

In certain ways, this is quite remarkable. For instance, while, in Hubert

space, many essential structure theorems hold for continuous transformations

and also for closed transformations (cf. [M3, chap. 9]), the latter are pre-

ferred simply because they are more inclusive. But here we have a property

which is associated with closed projections rather than the continuous pro-

jections. In this case, then, the closed transformations are really more effec-

tive than the continuous transformations. These results certainly indicate

that it will be very desirable to study the structure of linear transformation

relative to closed projections as suggested in [M4].
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However one of the usual weaknesses of the closed transformation theory

is indicated in our theorem of §9, below. A quasi-complement St of SR, which

is not a complement, has a proper subset, St", which is also a quasi-comple-

ment of SDÎ and, furthermore, it itself is a proper subset of a quasi-complement

St' to ÜD?. Thus a proper quasi-complement is not only not unique but can be

properly expanded or contracted to quasi-complements.

Summary. The main result is given in the theorem of §8. The cases in

which either ÜD? or its orthogonal complemento W are finite-dimensional

are easily disposed of. In the remaining case, we construct a biorthogonal se-

ries^!,02, • • • , $i, í>2, • • • with the properties that while the <pi, <j>2, <j>3, • • •

span 58, the 0i,03, </>6. • • • span 9K and similarly the $1, $2, $3, • • • span the

conjugate space, 58*, and the 4>2, $4, i>6. ■ • • span SJtp, the orthogonal com-

plement of 31?.

Using this series, we define an operation £' on the finite linear combina-

tions of the <p's by suppressing the <j>'s with even subscripts, that is, E'h is

defined if A=Eí-iaí0j and £'ft=yiî-ifla.-i02.-i. Under these circumstances

£' is a transformation having a dense domain and its adjoint also has a dense

domain. This last implies that the closure of £' exists. This closure £ is the

desired projection whose range is SJl.

§§1 and 2 are concerned with notations and certain preliminary notions.

These latter include the concepts of orthogonality, relative totality and also

the set, ©, of elements minimal relative to a given closed additive Sfl, a notion

discussed in [M4] and in particular Appendix I, pp. 85-87.

In our proof, certain relations between a transformation and its adjoint

are fundamental. These relations are based on the graph and were originally

given for Hubert space by von Neumann in [v.N]. They were generalized to

8j, by the author in [Ml]. While the generalization to a reflexive Banach

space is quite easy, it is given in §3 for completeness.

§4 gives the relationship between projections and quasi-complements and

also certain properties of projections.

The actual construction of the necessary biorthogonal series is given irt

§§5-7. §5 is concerned with the "bi-orthogonalizing" process, that is, the

equivalent of the Gram-Schmidt process. The form which we use is based on

certain adjoint properties of projections and is given in Lemma 15. The se-

ries <f>x, 02, • • • stems ultimately from a sequence {gio} which is dense in SJl

and a sequence {hi0}, dense in @, the set of elements minimal relative to SJl.

But a certain rectification is necessary. The set {hi} from © which is used

must be linearly independent, modulo SJl, and this is accomplished in Lemma

16. Lemma 17 insures that © be infinite-dimensional, which is essential to the

final construction as given in Lemmas 18 and 19.

§9 discusses the extension question.

(*) Due to the wartime emergency, 9JJP is used instead of SOI-1 for the orthogonal comple-

ment.
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1. We deal with a separable Banach space, 23, that is, 23 is of type (B),

additive, normed and complete. (Cf. [B, p. 53].) It will be immaterial in our

discussion, as to whether the scalar multiplication of 23 is by real or complex

quantities. Cf. [Ml,p. 84] and [BS]. Elements of 23 will be denoted by/, g, h,

and k. The set of continuous additive functionals on 23 constitute again a

Banach space 23*. (Cf. for instance, [M3, p. 11 ].) Elements of 23* will be de-

noted by £, G, H, and K. We assume that 23* is separable also.

23 is isomorphic with a subset of (23*)*, for the equation

(1) F(f) = „(F),

for a fixed /G23, defines a linear functional n on the £G23*. This subset is

not (23*)* in general. (Cf. [B, pp. 115-116]. This discussion shows that the

subset of (23*)* corresponding to 23 does not have a property of (23*)*, that

is, the property of the lemma of [B, chap. IV, §3, p. 57].) We wish however to

confine ourselves to the case in which 23 is isomorphic to (23*)*. In this case, 23

is called reflexive.

Thus we are concerned with a separable, reflexive, Banach space for which

23* is also separable. (The last condition may be redundant.) The relationship

(1) for all £ of 23* between/ and r¡ is then an isomorphism and thus we may

consistently identify »7 G (23*)* with the corresponding/.

A set © in 23 is said to be additive if the linear combinations of its elements

are also in it. If © is any set, we denote by 2I(©) the set of linear combinations

of elements of ©. ©C2I(©). Additivity may be written as © = §!(©). It will

be convenient to let 21 stand also for an arbitrary additive set.

We denote the closure of a set © by [©]. [21] is also additive, when 21 is

additive. The notations 97Î and 31 will be reserved for closed additive sets.

If © is an arbitrary subset of 23, we denote by ©p the set in 23* of linear

functionals £ such that F(g) =0, for all gE<&- (©p)p is of course in (23*)*. But

we should like to identify (23*)* and 23 as in the above. Thus we consider

(©p)p to be in 23.

Lemma 1. (a) ©p is closed and additive. If ©iC©2, ©2pC©ip-

(b) ©P=[©]P=(2I(©))P=[2I(©)]P.

(c) (9Tcp)p=9Tc.

Proof, (a) is obvious.

(b) F(g)=0 for all gG© implies F(g)=0 for all gE[<&], 2I(©), and
[§!(©) ] by the additivity and continuity of £. Hence @PC2I(©)P, ©PC [©F,

and ©pC[2I(©)]p. But (a) yields 2I(©)PC©P, [©]PC©P, and [2I(©)]PC©P.

Hence (b) follows.

(c) There is a result of Banach which states that if h is not in 97Í, there is

an £G37cp such that F(h) = l. (Cf. [B, chap. IV, §3, lemma, p. 57].) Thus h
not in 97c implies h not in (97ip)p. On the other hand hE3R clearly implies

AG(97cp)p and thus the two sets are identical.
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Note the corollary to (b) and (c).

Corollary. (©p)p = [»(©)].

Proof. Let 93? = [«(©)]. Then (b) shows ©p = 97?p and (c) implies (©p)p

Suppose now @08 and ©'£58*. ©' will be said to be total relative to ©

if £(/)=0 for all ££©' and/£© imply /=0. Identifying (58*)* and 58 we

may consistently define: © is total relative to ©' if £(/) =0 for all/£@ and

££©'implies £=0.

Lemma 2. (a) Totality of ©' relative to © may also be written ©/p- © = (0).

(b) Totality relative to © of ©' is equivalent to that of [©'], Sl(©'), or

[«(©')]•
(c) 58* is total relative to 58.

(d) If @"D©', ©' total relative to © implies ©" total relative to ©.

Proof, (a) is obvious. Lemma 1(b) and Lemma 2(a) yield (b). To show

(c), we let 97? = (0). 97?p=58* and Lemma 1(c) show that (58*)p = (9Ki>)i> = (0).
Thus 58*p.58 = (0) and now (a) implies (c). Lemmas 1 (a) and 2(a) imply 2(d).

2. We now consider a fixed 97ÎÇ58. (97? is of course closed and additive.)

Let © denote the set of elements h, minimal relative to 97?, that is, for which

for every g £ 97?, \h +g | ^ | h \. © is closed since this condition is clearly implied

for limit points of ©.

Let/ be an arbitrary element of 58. Let C be the set of elements f+g for

g£9)2. In [M4, Appendix I, p. 86] it is shown that, for every/, C contains an

element of @, that is, h=f+g, g£97?. We may write this f=h + (—g), A£©,

(—g)£97?. Thus we have

Lemma 3. Every /£58 can be expressed in the form f=g+h, A£©, g£97?.

Note that since \f—g\ =\h\ is a minimum for g £97?, gis the element of 97?

nearest/

The author has become aware only recently that this and certain other

results of the appendix of [M4] had been obtained in [KS].

Lemma 4. (a) © is total for 97?p.

(b) If ©o is dense in ©, ©0 is total for 97?p.

Proof, (a) If ££©p-97?p, then we have for every/£58, F(f) = F(h) + F(g)
= 0 (cf. Lemma 3). Hence £ = 0. Thus ©p-9)?p=(0) and Lemma 2(a) shows

that © is total relative to 97?p.

(b) If ©o is dense in ©, [©0] = © since the latter is closed. Thus Lemmas

2(b) and 4(a) yield 4(b).
We may also consider ©*, the set of elements of 58* which are minimal

relative to 97?p. Since, by Lemma 1(c), 97? = (97?p)p, we have by Lemma 4:
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Lemma 5. (a) ©* is total for 97?.

(b) // ©o* is dense in ©*, ©o is total for 97?.

3. In this section certain relations between a transformation T and its

adjoint are established. For 23 = £>, these results were given in [v.N] and for

23 = £p, p>l, in [Ml]. While the generalization offers no difficulty, inasmuch

as these results are essential in our discussion they are given completely.

We shall be interested only in transformations on 23, but in this discussion

it is more convenient to state results on transformations between Banach

spaces. Thus we consider two separable reflexive Banach spaces 23i and 232

and transformations between them. In our applications, 23i=232=23.

We form 23i©232, the set of ordered pairs {/i,/2} with/iG23i,/2G232, and

norm (say)

\{fuM\ = (\fi\i + \h\i)lli.

Addition and scalar multiplication are defined as for vectors. Banach has

shown that (23i©232)* is isomorphic with 23*©232* with respect to the corre-

spondence

F ~ {£i, £2} (F G (23i © 232)*, £i G 23i*, £2 G 232*)

determined by the equation

F({fi,M)= £i(/i) + Fiifi)      i {/i, f2} G 23x © 232)

(cf. [B, chap. IX, §9, Theorem 14, p. 192]). Clearly this implies that 23i©232 is
reflexive. We identify (23i©232)* and 23i*©232*.

If £ is a transformation, we term the set of fs for which Tf is defined

the domain of T (usually denoted by 35) and the set of £/'s the range of

T (31). If T is from 23i to 232, we call the set of {/, Tf} for all/G£> the graph
of T. (This set we shall denote by £.) £C23i©232. Similarly if T is from 23»

to 23i the set of {£/,/} constitutes its graph. T will be additive or closed if £

is respectively additive or closed. The following lemma is obvious.

Lemma 6. 4 set £C23i ©232 is the graph of a transformation T from 23i to 232

if and only if {/, &} G£ and {/, g2} EZ imply gi=g2, that is, when the first
element of a pair determines the second element. When T is additive, this condi-

tion is equivalent to {O, h} GÏ implies h = 0. Similarly an additive £C23i©232

is the graph of a transformation from 232 to 23i if and only if {h, 0} G 2 implies

h = 0.

For an arbitrary transformation, T, consider 2t(3T), [2T],or [21(20]. If any

of these is the graph of a transformation, we call the corresponding trans-

formations, respectively, the additive extension of T (the usual symbol for

this is T), the closure of T ([£]), or the closed additive extension ([£]).

If £ is a transformation from 23i to 232 and £pC23i*©232* (cf. the third
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paragraph of this section) is the graph of a transformation Tp from £82* to 58i*,

then we call Tp the perpendicular to T. When Tp exists, H— TPG if and only

if for every {/, Tf] ££ we have

(«) 0 = [H,G}({f, Tf}) = H(f) +G(Tf).

When Tp exists T*=-Tp is called the "adjoint" of T. H= T*G is equivalent

to —H= TPG and, by the above, we have that this is equivalent to the state-

ment that for every {/, Tf} ££

(« 3(f) - G(Tf).

Lemma 7. If TP(T*) exists it is a closed additive transformation. TP(T*)

exists if and only if [21(5)) ] =58i. (35 is the domain of T.)

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 1(a). To show the second,

we notice that in the following sequence of statements each is equivalent to

the next.

(a) £p is the graph of a transformation from 582* to 58*.

(b) {77, 0}££p implies 77=0.
(c) 35p = (0).
(d) £8i=[2I(£»].
(a) and (b) are equivalent by Lemma 6. By (a) above {H, 0} ££p is

equivalent to 0=H(f) for all/£35, that is, to .ff£35p. Thus (b) and (c) are

equivalent. Since (0)p=58i, Lemma 1 and its corollary show that (c) and (d)

are equivalent.

Comment. It is customary to say that 35 "spans" [31(35)]. When T is ad-

ditive, 35 is also additive and thus [21(35) ] =58i becomes simply that [35] =58i

or 35 is dense.

Lemma 8. If T is additive and has domain dense then [T] exists if and only

if TP(T*) has domain dense.

Proof. By Lemma 7, £p exists. This lemma also implies that (Xp)p is the

graph of a transformation if and only if Tp has domain dense. But by the

corollary to Lemma 1, (ïp)p= [£] for an additive £. Thus [£] is the graph

of a transformation if and only if Tp has domain dense.

Corollary. When [T] exists, (TP)P=[T] = (T*)*. Also [T]* = T* and

[T]P = TP.

Thus if a transformation T is c.a.d.d., that is, closed, additive, and with a

dense domain, then Tp (and T*) also has these properties and furthermore

the relationship is involutory, that is, £is related to Tp as Tp is related to T.

We add some simple results for c.a.d.d. transformations.

Lemma 9. If T is c.a.d.d., then:
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(a) T+a-1 for any scalar a is also c.a.d.d. ( — £)*=—£*, (T+a-1)*

= T*+a-l, (T+a-l)p=-(-Tp+a) = Tp-a(2).

(b) If 31 is the set of zeros of T, that is, the set of f s for which Tf=0, then 31
is a closed additive set.

(c) If 31* denotes the range of Tp (and of T*), then 3Î*P = 31. Consequently

if 31* is the set of zeros of Tp (and of T*) then 3lp = 31*.

Proof, (a) Suppose ({/,-, Tfi+afi}) is a convergent sequence in the graph

of T+a. This implies that ({/,-, £/,-}) is also convergent and since X is closed,

the limit is in the form {/, Tf}. Consequently the limit point of the original

sequence is in the form {/, Tf+af} and hence it is in the graph of T+a. This

argument shows that the graph of T+a contains all its limit points and hence

T+a is closed.

( — £)*= — T* is obvious from (ß). From (ß) we also get that [H, G} in

the graph of T* is equivalent to

H(f) = G(Tf),
for all/G3X But this is clearly equivalent to

(H + aG)(f)=G(Tf+af),

for all /G3). Thus {H+aG, G} in the graph of (T+a)* is equivalent to

{H, G] in the graph of T*. Hence (T+a)* = T*+a. This yields in turn

-(T+a)*=-(T*+a)or(T+a)p=-(-Tp+a) = Tp-a.

(b) If (/,•) is a convergent sequence of elements of 31 with limit/, ( {/,-, 0} )

is a convergent sequence of X with limit {/, 0}. Since X is closed and

{fi, 0} EX, {/, 0} EX or £/=0. Hence fE3l. Thus 31 contains all its limit
points and is closed. The additivity of 31 is established similarly.

(c) IfiT.isintherangeof £pand/G9t then there is a G with {H,G}EXp
and also {/, 0} EX. Hence

(7) 0 = {H,G}({f, 0}) = H(f) +G(0) = H(f).

Since this holds for all HE3t*, we must have/G3î*p. Thus /G31 implies

fE3l*por 3lC3t*p. On the other hand if/G9?*p, (7) holds for all [H, G} EXp
and hence {/, 0} G(£p)p = [X} = X. But {/, oj EX means £/=0 and fE3l.
Thus/G9î*p yields/G9î and we may conclude 3t*pE3l. The two results give

9î = 9?*p.
4. We now consider the connection between the notion of quasi-comple-

ment and that of projection. These results were given essentially in [M2],

but for completeness we give them here in the form which we shall use.

Suppose 97? and 31 are closed additive subsets of 23. Let 97? • + • 31 denote the

(2) In the case of complex scalar multiplication, for instance in Hubert space, it is cus-

tomary to define scalar multiplication in S8* by taking the product of the linear functional

and the complex conjugate of a in the usual sense. These formulas then become (T+a-1)*

-T*+â-l, (T+a)p=-i-Tp+a)^Tp-a.
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set of f+g, /£ 97?, g £ St. 97? and St are quasi-complements if (a) [97? • + • 9? ] = 58
and(b)97?-9? = (0).

A c.a.d.d. transformation £ such that £2 = £ will be called a projection.

Lemma 10. (a) If Eis a projection and St is the set of zeros of E and 97? is the

range of E, then 97? and St are closed additive sets and are quasi-complements.

(b) If 97? and 9? are quasi-complements and E is the transformation defined

on 97? • + • St such that E(f+g) =f for /£97? and g£9? then E is a projection.

Proof, (a) Since £ is c.a.d.d., St is closed by Lemma 9(b).

We must show that 97? is closed. To do this we first prove that 97? is the

set 97?i of elements/ for which £/=/. Clearly 97?i£97?. On the other hand, if

/£97?, there is a g such that/=£g. Since E2 = E, f=Eg = E2g = E(Eg)=Ef.
Hence/£97?i. Thus/£97? implies/£97?i and we have 97?£97?i. The two inclu-

sions imply 97?i — 97?.
We can show that 97?i is closed as follows. By Lemma 9(a), £ — 1 is closed.

Hence by Lemma 9(b), 97?i, the set of zeros of £ — 1, is closed. Thus 97? is

also closed.

It only remains to show that 97? and 91 are quasi-complement^. Suppose/

is in the domain of £. Since £2 = £ we have £(1—£)=0 and hence

(1 -E)fCSl. Also £/£97?. Hence/=£/+ (1 -£)/ shows that/ is in 97?• + • St.
Thus 35£97? • + • St. Since 35 is dense, 97? • + • 9? must be dense. On the other

hand/£97?-9? = 97?i-9? implies £/=/ and £/=0 or/=0. This yields 97? St
-(0). Thus 97?• + -St is dense and 97?-9? = (0) and 97? and 9? are quasi-com-

plements.

(b) If h is in 972- + -SI, the resolution h=f+g for/£97?, gCSt is unique.

For if h=f+g=fx+gx, with/i£97? and gi£9? also, then/-/i=gi-g£97?-9?
= (0). This implies/—fi = gi— g = 0. Hence Eh = E(f+g)=f is uniquely de-
termined. This uniqueness implies that £ is additive and since 35 = 97? • + • St,

35 is dense.
We now show that £ is closed. Let ( \fi+gi,fi} ) be a convergent sequence

from (g, the graph of £ with limit {â, /}. /™*f and fi+gi-^h imply that
gi—>h—f=g. Since 97? and 9? are closed,/£97? and g£9?. Thus h=f+g is in
97? • + ■ 9Î and {h,f] is in (§. Thus @ contains all its limit points and £ is closed.

Thus £ is c.a.d.d. Since, for/£97?, £/=£(/+0)=/ we also have £2 = £

and hence the proof of the lemma is complete.

In Lemma 10(a), we showed that 35£97?- + -9?. But 9? and 97? = 97?i are
in 35 and since 35 is additive, we also have 97?- + -9?£35 and thus we obtain

the following corollary.

Corollary. 7« Lemma 10(a), 35 = 97?-+ • 9?.

Lemma 11. If Eis a projection, then 1 — £ and £* are projections. If 97? and

9? are as in Lemma 10(a), then 97? is the set of zeros of 1 —£ and 9? is the range

of 1 — £. £* has range 9?p and the set of zeros of £* is 97?p.
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Proof. Let us first consider the statements concerning 1 — £. Since, by the

corollary to Lemma 10, the domain of £ is 97? • + • St, this is also the domain of

l-£. Since 97? = 97?i (cf. the proof of Lemma 10(a)), we have £(/+g) =/for

/£97?, g£9? and (l-E)(f+g)=g. Lemma 10(a) tells us that 97? and 9? are
quasi-complements. Thus for the quasi-complements, 97? and 9?, 1—£ is the

transformation defined on 97?- + -91 such that (1 — E)(f+g) =g. Hence Lemma

10(b) shows that 1 —£ is a projection and the other statements on 1 —£ are

clear.

We next consider £*. £* is c.a.d.d., since £ is c.a.d.d. It follows from Lem-

mas 9(c) and 1 that St*, the range of £*, is included in 9?p. (For 9Î*P = 9? im-

plies [210R*)] = 9?P.) On the other hand, if ££9?p, we have for all h=f+g,

/£97?, g£9?,

F(h) = F(f + g)= F(f) + F(g) = F(f) = F(Eh).

Thus (ß) of §3 yields £*£ exists and equals £. Hence Si* also includes Slp

and we may conclude 9Î* = 9ÎP. Since £*£=£ for ££9Î*, we have E*(E*H)

exists and equals E*H for every 77£58* for which E*H is defined. Hence

£*2 = £*.

Thus we have shown that £* is c.a.d.d. with (£*)2 = £* and St* = Stp.

Lemma 9(c) also tells us that 9?* = 97?p and thus the lemma is established.

Corollary. 97? and St are quasi-complements if and only if 97?p and 92p are

quasi-complements.

Proof. If 97? and 9? are quasi-complements, we consider the £ of Lemma

10(b). For this we have by Lemma 11 that £* is a projection with 97?p as set

of zeros and 9?p as range. Hence Lemma 10(a) shows that 97?p and 9?p are

quasi-complements.

If on the other hand, 97?p and 9?p are quasi-complements, the above argu-

ment shows that 97? = (97?p)p and 9? = (9?p)p are quasi-complements.

5. We next consider the notion of a biorthogonal series. (Cf. [B, p. 106].)

If 0i, 02, • • • is a (finite or infinite) sequence of elements of 58 and

$i, $2, • • • a sequence of 58* containing as many elements as the first se-

quence, such that
*<(0i) = Sij,

the pair of sequences constitutes a biorthogonal series. This notion is svm-

metric, relative to 58 or 58*.

Lemma 12. Let <bi, 02, • • • , 3>i, $i> • • • constitute a biorthogonal series.

If an element h of So can be expressed as a finite sum

n

h = E a^<
t-1

then the a,'s are uniquely determined and a,= $,-(A).
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Proof. Apply <£,- to both sides of the equation.

Lemma 13. Suppose <pi, ■ ■ ■ ,«/>„, i>i, • • • , $>„ are a given finite biorthogonal

series. Let &G23 and Í2G23* be given and let h' = h— E"-i^>«(^)0< and

H' =H—'%2"_iH(<p,:)$>,-. Suppose now that H'Qi^y^O. Then we can enlarge the

biorthogonal series (pi, ■ • ■ , cpn, $1, • • ■ , $», by adding a <pn+i, "Ên+i, so that the

result is a biorthogonal series and h is a linear combination of ipi, • • • , 4>n+i,

and H is a linear combination of the $1, • • • , $„+1.

Proof. It is easy to show that $i(h') =0 for i = 1, • • • , nandH'(<pi) =0for

*—1, • • • , n. Now choose constants c and C so that c-CH'(h') = l. Let

<pn+i = ch', "iv+i = CH'. Then <plt - • • , <pn+i, *i, • ■ • , $„+1 is the desired ex-

tension. For this is readily seen to constitute a biorthogonal series and since

C9±0 and C^-0, h and H are linear combinations of, respectively, #1, • • • ,<pn+i

and *i,---, *n+i.

Lemma 14. Let <f>i, • • • , <pn, $1, • • • , #n ôe a (finite) biorthogonal series.

Then

Eh=ÍZ *<(*)*<
<-i

defines a continuous additive transformation with £2 = £. E is a projection with

range 2l(0i, • • • , <pn) and

£*£= Ê £(&)*<•
i-l

Proof. It is clear that for every Ä in 23

\Eh\= ÈI*«(*)*<I á ÊI*<(*)! -I*li(èl**l -U,-|Y|a|.»-i «-i \ t-i /
Thus £ is bounded and since it is additive, it is continuous. This of course

implies that £ is c.a.d.d. Now if h is in the form Ef-i0»^«'- <&i(h)=ai by

Lemma 12 and hence Eh=¿Zy„la4>i = h. Thus Eh = h for all h in the range of

£ and this implies £2 = £. Hence £ is a projection. Clearly the range of £ is

H(&, • • • , <Pn).

Now if, for an £G23*, we define G =E"-i-f7(0<) $*> we have for every &G23,

F(Eh) = ¿ Hh)F(<pi) = G(h).
•-i

Hence £*£ is defined and equals G. This proves our statement on £*.

Lemma 15. If in the hypothesis of Lemma 13 we have either H'(h)¿¿0 or

H(h') 5^0 instead of H'(h') ?¿0, the conclusion is still valid.
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Proof. This lemma follows from H'(h)=H'(h')=H(h') which we now

prove. We define £ by the equation Ef=E"-i^>«(f)0i. Lemma 14 shows that

£ is a projection and h' = (l—E)h, H' = (l—E*)H. Lemma 9 implies that

l-£* = (l-£)* and thus H' = (1-E)*H. Lemma 11 yields that l-£ and

(1 — £)* are projections. Using these results we obtain

H'(h') = H'((l - E)h) = (1 - E)*H'(h) = (1 - E)**H(h)

= (1 - E)*H(h) = H'(h),

H'(h') = (1 - E)*H(h') = 77((1 - E)h') = 77((1 - E)2h)

= 77((1 - E)h) = H(h')

and this establishes the lemma.

6. We now suppose that 97? is fixed and we begin the construction that

will result in a projection with range 97?. We recall from §2 that © is the set

of elements of 58 minimal relative to 97? and ©* is the set of elements of 58*

minimal relative to 97?p.

Lemma 16. There exist sequences (1) \g{} £97?, (2) {G,} £©*, (3) {A,} £@,

and (4) {Hi} £97?p such that:

(a) [U.}] = 97?.
(b) m\Gi}, {Hi})] =58*.
(c) [2i(jg,-}, {ä,})]=58.
(d) [{77<}] = 97?p.
(e) 2Z7-iaiGiCSnp implies a{=0.
(f ) E?. ia ih i £ 97? implies a i = 0.
(g)   {Gi} is total relative to 97?.

(h)   {hi} is total relative to 97?p.

Proof. Since 58 is separable, every subset contains a denumerable or finite

set which is dense in it. (Cf. [M3, p. 16, Lemma l].) This also holds for 58*.

Now let {gio} be a dense denumerable subset of 97?, {Gia} one for ©*, {A.o}

for ©, and {77,o} for 97?p. From Lemma 3, weseethat {hi0} ■ + ■ {gio} isdense

in 58 and {Gi0} ■+• {Hi0} is dense in 58*. From Lemma 5(b) we get that

{do} is total for 97?, and from Lemma 4(b) we get that {hi0} is total for 97?p.

We now consider the G<o successively and if, for any set of ai's,

Gno— E"-ia<G,-o=£„o£97?p, we discard Gno from the G,0 set and add £"n0

to the Hio set. Renumbering if necessary, we obtain new sequences {G,},

{77,-}, for which one still has {G<} £©*, {Hi} £97?p but which will also sat-

isfy (b), (d), (e) and (g) as we shall now prove.

(e) is evident from the casting out process. Since 97? D {77,-} D {77,o} and

the latter is dense in 97?, (d) is also clear. Now from the casting out process,

we see that 2I({77,}, {d})D {Gi0}. Also 2Í({77¿}, {Gí})D{H{]d{Hm}.
Hence a({£T4}, {Gí})D{Hí0} ■ + ■ {Gi0} and thus 58*D [«({#,}, {<?<})]

D[{H.o}- + -{G.-o}]=58*. This is (b).
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Only (g) remains. We know that the sequence {G,o| is total relative to 97?.

This means that to every /G97?, there is a Gn0 such that G^oíC/O^O. Let us

consider such an/G97? and let n be the least subscript such that Gno(f)^0.

This G„o can not be discarded. For if Gno is to be discarded, we have

Gno=zZï-laiGio+Kn for a £"„G97?P. By the definition of n, Gia(f)=0 for * <n

and since £\,G97?P,/G97?, we have K„(f) =0. Consequently, we would have

Gno(f)=zZA-iaiGio(f)+Kn(f)=0 contrary to hypothesis. Hence G„o can not

be discarded and is among the G,-. Thus we have shown that to every /G97?,

there is a G„oG {G,} for which G<(/) ¿¿0. Thus the new set {G,} is total for 97?.

We now rectify the {hi0} C© and {gio} C97? by discarding those h„0 for

which hno=zZî-iaihi+kn f°r a £nG97? and inserting the kn in the {gio} se-

quence. The resulting sequences {hi} C© and {g,} C97? will satisfy (a), (c),

(f), and (h) as a proof similar to the above will show.

It will be convenient to consider separately the case in which both 97?

and 97?p are infinite-dimensional. The following lemma is important in this

case.

Lemma 17. If a set {G,} is total relative to 97? and {G,} spans only a finite-

dimensional linear set, then 972 is finite-dimensional.

Proof. Suppose G\, • • • , Gn is a maximal linearly independent set among

the G,-. (The subscripts may have been renumbered.) Since 2l(Gi, • • • , G»)

D {Gi}, 2I(Gi, • • • , G„) is total relative to 97? also by Lemma 2(d). Lemma

2(b) then shows that Gi, • • • , G„ is also total relative to 97?.

Next we notice that if Gm is such that there is a £mG972p, such that

Gm — ¿Z?Ji1aiGi = Km for a set of constants a,-, then we may drop all these Gm's

out of the sequence and the result will still be total. The argument is the same

as for the proof of (g) of the preceding lemma. Thus we may suppose that if

zZt-iaiGiG97?p, then c, = 0, that is, our Gi, ■ • • , G„ satisfy (e) of the preced-

ing lemma.

We now construct a biorthogonal series, <j>i, • • • , <j>n, $i, • • • , $„ such

that <t>iE3Jl and 2í(í>i, • • • , $„)=2I(Gi, • • • , G„). Suppose now that
0i. • • • . <Ph, $1, ■ • • , $* have been constructed (k may be 0) with

*i, • • • , 0*G97c, and «(*!, • • • , $,0 = SI(Gi, . . . , Gk). Let G*'+1=G*+1
—¿Zi-iGk+i(4>i)$i. Now G*'+i is not in 97?p, by our hypotheses. Hence there

is an ÄG97?, such that Gii+iW^O. Thus we may apply Lemma 15 to obtain

4>k+i = ch! and *i+i = CGk+i.

Now4>k+i = ch' = c(h—¿2*_i$i(h)<pi)E3Jlsince h and<pi, ■ ■ • ,<£* are in 97?.
Since 2l(i)i, • • • , <!>*) =2l(Gi, • • • , Gk) and C^O, simple linearity considera-

' tions will show that 2I($i, • • • , $fc+1) = 2I(Gi, • • • , G*+i).

Our induction will carry on for k=0, • • • , n — 1 and thus we have the

desired biorthogonal series.

Since 2I(<E>i, • • • , *n) = 2I(G1( • • • , G„) is total for 97?, *i, • • • , $„ is

total for 97? by Lemma 2(b). Let ft' = A-E?-i*iW<Ê< for any ÄG97?. Now
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A'£97? since Aand0x, • • • ,0„£97?. Also $,(A')=0 fori = l, • • • , n, and thus
the totality of 3>i, • • • , $„ yields that A' = 0. Thus A£2l(0i, • • • , 0„) and 97?
is finite-dimensional.

Thus when we assume that neither 97? nor 97?p are finite-dimensional,

Lemma 17 and Lemma 16(g) and (h) show that both the {G<} and {hi} span

infinite-dimensional linear sets.

We may also point out that we may substitute for our finite-dimensional

condition in our hypothesis that the {G,} be finite-dimensional modulo 97?p.

The Gi, • • • , G„ in the first paragraph may be chosen as linearly independent

modulo 97?p without loss of totality or they may be chosen simply as linearly

independent as in the above proof and then the casting out process will re-

duce them to a finite set.

Corollary. If a set {Gi} is total relative to 97? and the {Gi} are finite-di-

mensional modulo 97?p, then 97? is finite-dimensional.

7. In this section, we pass from the previously constructed elements to a

biorthogonal series. In the essential case, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 18. If both 97? and 97?p are infinite-dimensional there exists a bior-

thogonal series 0i, 02, • • • , <£i, 4>2, • • •  suchthat:

(a) 02*+i£97?/or k = 0,1,2,
(b) S>2*£97?p/orA = l,2,
(c) Each giC%({<Pi, 03, 0«, •••})•
(d) £acA77,-£2I({<ï>2, $4, $«,-••}).

(e) £acÄA,-£21({0,-}).
(f) EachGiC%({$,-})•

Construction. We construct the 0i, 02, • • • , €>i, $2, • • • by four varying

steps which are taken in rotation.

Step I. This is for 04*+i, $«+i, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We suppose we have

0i, • • • , 04*, $1, • • • , $4* already defined with the requisite properties (a)

and (b). We form, for every i,

4*

g'i = gi~2~2 $i(gi)4>i-
j-i

Sinceg¿£97?and $2.£97?pfors = 1, ■ ■ • , 2£by (b), wehave $2,(gi) =0and

2t-l

g'i  =   gi-    E  $2.+l(gi)02.+l.
•-0

Since g,£97? by Lemma 16, (a) fors = 0, 1, • • • , 2k — 1 implies that g',£97?.

Since 97? is not finite-dimensional, (a) of Lemma 16 implies that not every g'i

is zero. Let i' be the least i such that g'i^O.

Thus g',-> t^O and g'<'£97? while (g) of Lemma 16 yields that the set {G<}
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is total for 97?. Thus there is a G,-< such that G,<(gV) ¿¿0.

We now apply Lemma 15 to the biorthogonal series 0i, • • • , 04*,

$u • • ' , $4* and g{', G,'. We can therefore augment the series with a 04*+i,

$4t+i such that gi' and G? are linear combinations of the 0i, • • • , 04*+i,

*i, • • • i *4*+i, respectively.

We note (1) 04*+i = cg'j'£97?, (2) g,- is a linear combination of the

0i, 03, • • * , 04*+i for i^i', and every time this step is taken the corresponding

i' is at least one larger. This implies i' ^k.

Step II. This is for the 04*+s, $tk+2, ft—0, 1, • ■ • . We suppose that we

have 0i, • • • , 04*+i, $1, • • • , í>4*+i already defined with the requisite prop-

erties (a) and (b). We define for every i,

ik+l

H'i = Hi -  E Hi(4>ù$j.
j-i

Since HiCW and 02.+i£97? for s = 0, • • • , 2ft, we have

2k

HU = Hi - E fl<(0J.)**.
«-0

Thus (b) yields that 77\-£97?p. Lett' be the least i such that 77,-5*0. Lemma

16(h) and the above results show that there is an h¡> such that H'i>(h,>) ?*0.

We may again apply Lemma 15 to obtain a <j>2k+2 = ch',' and $2k+2= CH' i>.

We again note (1) $4*+s£97?p, (2) there is an i' ^ ft such that Hu ■ ■ •, 77,<

are all in 21 ($1, • • • , <t>4M-2).

Step III. This is to construct 04*+3,  $44+3, assuming (a) and  (b) for

01, •   •  • , 04t+2,   $1,  •  •  • , $4*+2.

Form, for all i,

4*+2

G'i=Gi-   £G<(0,)*,.
>-i

Now not all the G'.-'s are zero, because if they were, the {G,} would be con-

tained in a finite-dimensional set, which contradicts the result after Lemma 17

that the {G,-} span an infinite-dimensional manifold. Let i' be the least i such

thatG',-^0.
We next show that G',- is not in 97?p. For each $, for j^ik + 2 is a linear

combination of certain £Ts and G's. The G's which appear are those,

G,„ • • • , G,(, which have been used in steps 4s-f-l, s^k, or 4s-f-3, s <ft, and

hence are linear combinations of the <$!,•••, <Ê2*+2, Consequently the result

of priming these G's is zero, while GV^O. Hence Gi'yiG,} for/ —1, • • • , t.

Thus when we eliminate $1, • • • , i>4*+2, in the expression for GV, we get

t

G'i- = Gi- + E *fi; + B
3-1
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where no G,,-Ge and iiG97?p. Thus GVG97?P leads to

Gi. + ¿ aß., G 97îp
¿-i

which contradicts (e) of Lemma 16. It follows that G'<' is not in 97?p and that

there is aj such that G'i>(g¡) $¿0. Let j' be the least such j.

We now apply Lemma 15 to G<<, gj> and obtain (pik+3 = cg',>, <f>ik+3 = CG'v.

Again we may remark (1) <pik+3E3fl [(a) and (b) for subscripts less than

4k+ 3 imply thatg',<G97? and hence</>4*+3G97?], (2) there is an i'^&, such that

Gi, • • • , Gi' are in 2I($1, • • • , *4*+s).

Step IV. We construct <pik+i, (i>4*+4, ft=0, 1, • •. • . This step is similar to

Step III, with however h instead of G, and H instead of g. The concluding

remarks are (1) $ik+iE3Jlp, (2) there is an i' —k, such that Ai, • • • , hi- are in

2l(<Ai, • • • ,<bik+i).
Steps I, II, III, and IV applied in rotation construct a biorthogonal series

<bi, <t>2, • • • , $i, <í>2, • • • • This is the desired construction.

Proof of the lemma, (a) is a consequence of remark (1) in Steps I and III,

(b) is a consequence of remark (1) in Steps II and IV, (c), (d), (e) and (f) are

the results of remark (2) in Steps I, II, IV and III respectively.

We can now dispense with the elements gi, Gi, hi, and H¿ which served to

construct (pi, <p2, - • • , <E>i, <P2, • • • .

Lemma 19. // 97? and 97?p are infinite-dimensional, there exists a biorthogonal

series (pi, <bi, • • • , $i, $2, • ■ • with the properties (1) [%(<pi,(pt,<Pi, • ■ •)] = 97?,

(2) [«(*,, $4, $8, • • • )] = 97?p, (3) [21(0!, (pi,--- )]=23, and (4) [H(*i, *,,
• • •)]=»*.

Proof. (1) Lemma 18(a) implies that [21(<£i, <f>», <ps, • • • )]C97?.. On the
other hand, Lemma 18(c) shows that 21(<£i, (p3, 06, • • • )D{g¿}. This and

Lemma 16(a) show that [2I(0i,. 4>3, 4>t, ' ' • )]D97?. Thus we have 97?

= [21(0!, 4>3, (pt, ■■■)]-
(2) This follows in a similar fashion from Lemmas 18(b), (d) and 16(d).

(3) This follows from Lemmas 18(c), (e) and 16(c).

(4) Lemmas 18(d), (f) and 16(b) imply (4).

For completeness, we include the following lemma.

Lemma 20. If 97? r¿ (0) is of dimension n < 00, then there exists a biorthogonal

series <j>i, • • • , <pn, $1, • • • , i>n, such that 2I($i, • • • , <pn) = 97?.

Proof. We have n^O. Suppose we have constructed <pi, • • • , </>*,

$1, • • • , $* for a k<n with 2t($i, • • • , </>*)C97?. We wish to construct 4>k+i,

**+i.

To do this we first show that 21(</>i, • • • , 4>k) is closed. (We may mention

that in the case k =0, 21 is empty and hence closed.) Suppose A'is a limit point
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of 2I(0i, • • • ,0*)and {ft,} is a sequence from 21 (0i, • • • , 0*) such that A,—»ft.

Wehaveft,=E*-ia>'.i0/sinceA¿£2l(0i, • • • ,0*). By Lemma 12,a,-,,= <£,-(&,).
Since <£,- is continuous and A<—»A we have that a<,; converges to an a,-, for

j = l, •• -, ft, as i—»oo. Consequently E*-ia<.j^í converges to E*-iai<£; since

ft is fixed. Thus A = lim E*-ia»'.j0j=E*-iaí<^j and hence A£2l(0i, • • • , 0*).
We have shown that 2I(0i, ■ • • , cf>k) contains all its limit points and hence is

closed.

Since ft <«, 2l(0i, ■ • • , 0*) is included in but cannot equal 97?. Let 0*+i be
an element of 97? not in 2l(0i, ■ • • , 0*). By the lemma of [B, chap. IV, §3,

p. 57], there is a 3>*+i£58* such that $*+i(ft)=0 for ft£2l(0i, • • • , 0*) and

<f>ifc+i(0*+i) = l. It is clear that 0*+i, «Êt+i augment the series 0i, • • • , <j>k,

We can in this manner construct 0i, ■ • • , 0», $i, • • • , $„, with

2I(0i, • • • , 0n)£97?. 2I(0i, • • • , 0„) = 97? since 97? is «-dimensional and
2l(0i, • • • , 0„) is closed.

8. Theorem. If 58 is a reflexive separable Banach space with a separable

conjugate space 58*, and if 97? is a non-empty additive closed subset of 58, then

there exists a projection whose range is 97?. (In §4, a projection is defined as a

c.a.d.d. transformation E with £2 = £.)

Proof. If 97? = (0), let £ = 0.
If 97? is finite-dimensional and not equal to (0) we consider the orthogonal

set, 0i, • • • , 0», *!,♦••, $„, with 2l(0i, • • • , 0„) = 97? given by Lemma 20.
We then take the £ defined in Lemma 14 whose range is 2l(0i, • • • , 0n) — 97?.

If 97?p is finite-dimensional, we apply one of the preceding results to ob-

tain an £° which projects 58* on 97?p. By Lemmas 9(c) and 1(c), the set of

zeros of £°* is (97?p)p = 97?. £°* is a projection by Lemma 11. Applying Lemma

11 again, we obtain that £ = 1 — £°* is a projection with range 97?.

Thus we may suppose that both 97? and 97?p are infinite-dimensional. Con-

sequently we may apply Lemma 19, and obtain the biorthogonal series

0i, 02, • • ' , $i, $2, ■ • •   of that lemma.

We define an additive transformation £' with domain 2l(0i, 02, • • • ) as

follows. If A£2I(0i, 02, • • • ) then for all sufficiently large ft, we may ex-

press A in the form Eíi0»^«' using zero coefficients when necessary. Let

£'A=E*-ia2)-i02)-i, that is, we suppress in the expansion for A the 0,'s with

even subscripts. Lemma 12 shows that £'A is the same no matter which per-

missible ft is chosen. Hence the transformation £' is uniquely defined. It is

clearly additive.

Lemma 19(c) shows that 21 (0i, 02, • • • ), the domain of £', is dense. This

and Lemma 7 imply that £'* exists and is closed and additive. Consider

$2«-i for a given s = l, 2, • • • . Let h=^2T-ianpi and we may suppose ft>s.

Then since $,(<l>j) = &,,,-,
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$2._i(£'A) =[$2.-i( E a2i-i(pii-i J = a2._i

= *2.-l í ¿Za¡<Pi) = $2.-i(A).

Also

$i,(E'k) = $2. ( E 02y-i<*>2y-iJ = 0 = 0(A).

These equations for all AG2ifài, &,-•■) yield by tf) of §3 that £'*$2s-i
exists and equals i>2.-,i and £'*$>2, exists and equals 0. Since £'* is additive,

we have then that its domain, 3)*, contains 2I(i>i, <I>2, • • • ).

Since 8($i, $s, • • • ) is dense, 35* is also dense. Thus £' is a transforma-

tion whose adjoint has a dense domain. Lemma 8 now shows that [£'] exists.

Let £=[£']. The corollary to Lemma 8 shows that £*=£'*. Since the do-

main of £' is dense, so also is the domain of £ which includes it. Since £'

is additive, £ is also. Thus £ is c.a.d.d.

We next show that the range of £, 3Î, is 97?. Let 97?! denote the Ä'sG23

such that Eh = h. E — Í is closed by Lemma 9(a) and consequently Lemma

9(b) shows that 97?i, the set of zeros of £ — 1, is also closed. Now £<£2,_i

= E'(pi,-i=(bi,-i and hence 97?i contains <£2,_i. Since 97?i is closed and additive,

97?i must contain [2I(0i,03, •••)]• Lemma 19(a) states that [2I(0i, (j>3, • • •)]

= 97? and thus 97Î097?. Clearly 9097?i and hence 9097?.
On the other hand, consider 31* the set of zeros of £* = £'*. Lemma 9(b)

shows that 31* is closed. We also have from the above that £*$2s = £'*<ï>2j = 0.

This means that $2,G9i* and since 31* is closed and additive we have that

3l*D [2l(*2, $4, • • • )]. Lemma 19(b) states that 97?p= [2I($2, *<,-••)], and
thus 9(?*D97?P. Taking the orthogonal complements, we obtain 9?*PC97?.

Lemma 9(c) shows that [9ï] = 9î*p and thus 9tC[9t] = 9?*pC97?. (This also

follows from the fact that the range of £' is included in 97? and £ is the closure

of £'.) With the result of the previous paragraph, this yields 3t = 97?. The pre-

vious paragraph also yields 9097?iD97?. This now implies 97?i = 97? = 9î.
Since 8î = 97?i, we have that for hE3t, Eh = h. Thus for every/ for which

£/is defined, we have £(£/) =£/• This is equivalent to E2 = E.

We have shown that £ is a c.a.d.d. transformation with E2 = E and that

the range of £ is 97?. This completes the proof of the theorem.

If we consider Lemma 10(a), we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary. Under the hypotheses of the above theorem, 97? has a quasi-com-

plement.

9. In this section, we show that a quasi-complement, which is not a com-

plement, that is, for which 97? • + • 31 is not 23, can always be increased or de-

creased in such a way that the result is still a quasi-complement.
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Lemma 21. Suppose St is a closed additive set and f is an element not in St.

Then the set {af} ■ + • 9? is closed.

Proof. Let d = gr.l.b. (|/+g|, g£9î). Since/is not in 9?, d^O. We also have

| a | • d g | af+g | for every g £ 9? and every a.

Let A be a limit point of {af} • +-SÎ and a„f+gn a sequence which ap-

proaches h. This sequence is convergent and from the above we have

d- | an — am | á | («» — am)f + gn — gm \

= \anf+gn- (amf + gm) I -» 0.

Thus the an's converge and consequently the g„'s do also. Let the limits of

these be respectively a and g. It follows that A = lim (a„f+g„) =af+gC {af}

■ + ■ 9? and this last set is closed.

Theorem. Let 97? and St be quasi-complements but not complements. Then

there is an 9?'D9? but 5¿9? which is also a quasi-complement to 97?. £Aere is

also an St" £9? but ?¿9í which is a quasi-complement to 97?.

Proof. Since 97? and 9? are not complements there is an/not in 97?• + -9?.

/ is not in 9? and thus 9Î' = {af} ■ + ■ St is closed. We show that 97? and 9Î' are

quasi-complements.

Suppose ft£97?-9?'. Then A£97? and h = af+g for a g£9?. Now if a^O,

we have/=(l/a)A+( —l/a)g£97?-+-9? contrary to our hypothesis on/.

Hence ö = 0 and A=g£97?-9? = (0). We have then A = 0 and 97?-9?' = (0). We

also have 97?- + -St'DSR- + ■ St and the latter is dense. Hence 97?- + • 9?' is also

dense. We have now shown that 97? and 9Î' are quasi-complements.

We next show the existence of 9?", a proper subset of 9?, which is also a

quasi-complement of 97?. Consider 97?p and 9?p. By the above, we can take a

set 9?p/, which properly includes 9?p and which is also a complement to 97?p.

The corollary to Lemma 11 shows that 97? and 9?"= (9?p')p are quasi-comple-

ments. Since 9?p£9?p/, we have 9ÎD9Î". Furthermore, we cannot have 9? = 9?"

for then 9?p = 9?"p= (9?p')pp = 9?p/ contrary to our choice of 9?p' as not equal

to Slp. Thus 9?" is a proper subset of 9?, which is a quasi-complement for 97?.

Corollary. If E is an unbounded projection on (97?), it may be extended to

an £' which is also a projection on 97? or contracted to an E" which is also a pro-

jection on 97?.

Proof. Let 9? be the set of zeros of £. By Lemma 10(a), 97? and 9? are

quasi-complements. By the above theorem we may increase 9? to an 9Î' which

is still a quasi-complement to 97?. By Lemma 10(b), we have a projection £'

with range 97? and zeros 9?'. This is an extension of £ with which it agrees on

97Î- + -9Î.
Similarly St" may be used to find a contraction of £.
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